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Intentional Learning!

The TALK ANIMAL LANGUAGE series was created to:
●
●
●

w

●

Nurture awareness of how all animal species communicate;
Foster an appreciation for the value all living beings bring to our planet;
Comprehend animal language that is unique, yet similar to humans; and
Encourage developing a natural skill for talking to any animal species!

Each lesson activity is a stand alone interactive playbook. However, it is recommended
Lessons 1, 2, and 3 be used in this order, as the progressive information and activities
build upon one another in each book.
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Format = Activity Play!
The book content is purposely concise!
This activity guide provides:
●
●
●
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●

Cartoon quotes to fill in
Ideas to consider and try out
Q&As for exploration and discussions
Lots of prompts for jotting notes and drawing pictures

This activity guide is flexible for every learning style!
EVERY answer is correct! The more creative the response the more fun!

Print!

Copy and use pens, colored pencils, crayons, markers, on the activities.

Digital Activity!

Digitally set up with write-in text boxes when purchasing these products at
Patty Ann’s Pet Project store at TeachersPayTeachers.com

Thank YOU & Enjoy!
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In this Playbook
You Will Learn…
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♥ Animal & Human Communication Skills
♥ About Animal Energy Vibrations
♥ How to Tune Into the Animal Channel
♥ How Animals Talk to Us
♥ What Creates a Good Intention
♥ How to Open Your Heart
♥ How to Initiate Greetings
♥ How to Interpret Animal Behaviors
♥ What Animal Questions to Ask
♥ Conversation Talking Tips
♥ Greeting Animals You Know & Don’t Know
♥ Tuning In to Receiving Messages
♥ How to Trust Your Intuition
♥ How to Talk to Animals in Distress

Activities Include…
► Reflective Writing

► Self Assessments

► Fun Quote Bubbles to Fill In

► Thinking and Doing Exercises
► Apply Practical PRACTICE
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Animal & Human Communication
Sending messages and receiving a response are similar, yet distinguishable.
We will look at each item separately to recognize the differences of both.
All communication between 2 living beings has the following ingredients:

●
●
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All behavior communicates.
Non-verbal behaviors speak LOUD!
Thoughts form all communication behaviors.
Intentional communication starts—and maintains—relationships.

w

●

All messages have a content and relational aspect.
The content is
●
What's relayed with thoughts,
●
Said in words, and
●
Expressed through emotions and behaviors.

The relational aspect
●
Begins with how it’s felt emotionally, and
●
How the message is interpreted and received.

All living species who wish to connect and relate deeply to one another use
interpersonal communication skills which includes heart centered empathy.
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Communication Skills for Friends
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It’s wonderful to have a best friend! Fill out the boxes below for telling how to be a
great friend to someone. What positive behaviors can you show and share with
someone? Some examples are: I can be helpful. I can be kind.
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To Be A
Good Friend
I Can Be...
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What are some words or phrases you can say to someone that tells them they are
special? Some examples are: You are nice! You are fun to be with! I like you!

To Be A
Good Friend
I Can Say...
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Feel Your Way to the
Animal Channel
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Every living being on our planet has an energy field.
And we each vibrate at a certain frequency. Think of this
as floating on air waves of a channel on a radio station.
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To talk with an animal you need to tune into their channel.
This takes practice. However, once you find the energy
channel of another being you can feel your way back to
it each time that you want to connect with your new friend.
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Write a few words that
describe your thoughts on
this subject of tuning in?
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How Animals Talk to Us
Animals TALK to their own species—and to us humans in 3 ways.
1. By showing their BEHAVIORS

w

2. By sending PICTURES
3. By sharing their EMOTIONS

All species of animals talk through the language of behaviors, pictures, and
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emotions. This basic communication is born to all living beings—even YOU!
Attuning ourselves to the language of our pets (and other animals) can
further deepen our understanding and relationships.

Talking to your animals will bond you together closer. Just like any strong
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human friendship, animals can be your best friend!
Learning animal language is easy!

Just talk to your pets (and other animals) by:

1. By showing YOUR BEHAVIORS

2. By sending YOUR VISUAL PICTURES
3. By sharing YOUR EMOTIONS

4. And, definitely use your VOICE!
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Greet with an Open Heart
Keeping an open heart is a way to communicate with empathy. Animals feel

w

emotions better when you send messages through your heart energy.
Here are some simple practices:

√ Put your hands over your heart.

√ Close your eyes and feel your heart energy.
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√ Focus on your Breath; inhale and exhale calmly.
√ Feel your body relax.

Meditation or naturally knowing how to be awake to your emotional well
being is also a path to this calm center. Balancing your energy is key!
Be Aware of your Feelings & Emotions
Understand how to use Empathy
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Communicate through your HEART not your mind.

Describe a Feeling:

Describe an Emotion:

Are Feelings and Emotions the same—or different? Explain your thoughts.
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Initiating Contact
You are in the presence of the animal you wish to speak with. When you open your
heart and relax, and focus on the animal, s/he will begin to tune into you.

w

Note: If you are focusing on a particular animal in their pasture; or one among their
pasture mates, many in the herd will hear you too! So this works for groups as well.
Start with a simple Hello. Focus on one animal. Send a very simple message such as:
“Hello, I see you.”

“Hello, Beautiful!”
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“You are so pretty.”

●
●
●
●

Be patient and wait.
Observe their body language.
Repeat your message. (Pause between messages.)
Keep smiling with your heart.
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Unless the animal knows you, it is best to begin your Hello without touching.
You need to build trust first. Let the animal approach you.
Write 5 easy “Hellos” you can send your pet—or any animal.
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Asking Questions
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One way to learn information, and about others, is to ask questions. We have many
questions all day long such as: How are you? Would you like to go see a movie? What
happened on your test? Where are the directions? Who, What, When, Where and How
words are powerful questions that teach!
Questions are opportunities to understand each other,
get feedback, and LEARN SO MUCH MORE!
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When asking animals a question it’s beneficial to keep it simple.
Here are helpful tips and practice questions.

Ask short questions. This will help you to understand better if your message is being
correctly heard. It will give you a chance to repeat the same question and try different
feelings/emotions that may connect and resonate better with your furry friend.
What Feeling Will You Send Along?
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Write a Short Question:

Ask Yes or No questions for a simple reply. Examples: Are you hungry? Do you want
to come inside? Are you feeling happy? Do you want a head scratch?
Write What You Might ASK:

What Feeling Will You Send Along?
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Let’s Have a Conversation!
You have learned the basics for having a successful conversation with an animal.
1. How to say Hello

w

2. How to send Appreciation
3. How to ask a Question
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Now let’s talk to your pet – or any animal that you know, or are familiar with.

Type of animal are you going to talk with?
What is his/her name?
Animals like their name to be used!
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Explain how you are going to put yourself in a positive mood.

How will you say Hello or greet this animal? What thoughts, feelings, emotions and/or
words will you use?

How did your animal respond? Describe any behaviors (including their voice),
emotions or pictures or other responses.
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Receiving Animal Messages
Sending a message and receiving one has many similarities. This section discusses
How to receive animal messages.

Remember! Animals TALK through…

w

Displaying BEHAVIORS which includes:
●
Body Language, the subtle and the obvious
●
Actions and Reactions, inbred or learned
●
Verbally; vocal tones and intensity
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By sending PICTURES which includes:
●
Snapshots of things, places, people
●
Scenes of events happening
●
Images that tell their story
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By sharing their EMOTIONS includes:
●
States of being; grief, content, uneasy, etc.
●
Energy transmissions of intelligence, intuition
●
Feelings flow via sensations of their body

Humans can receive animal messages in a multiple of ways!

□ Through silent words or phrases
□ Knowingness through your intuition
□ Getting mental imagery/pictures
□ Observing animal body language

□ Heart centered emotions
□ Sensations felt in your body
□ Feel a connected awareness
□ Other:

Check boxes for the top three messages that you received most often.

Did you have another type of message or intuitive perception that helped you
understand the animal message sent?
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Thank YOU for Previewing!

Your Ratings & Comments are Appreciated!
Other Books in this Series:
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